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      Using a wonderful combination of research, stories, case studies, and reflective activities, the authors give their readers the gift of a new understanding of leadership and provide them with the tools they need to bring new life and effectiveness to their role.




  
          Pat Wolfe, Educational Consultant




              


    
      



 


 
      An intriguing read! I can't imagine any leader who could not find some valuable ideas and practices in this little volume.




  
          Roland S. Barth




              


    
      



 


 
      This important book is full of practical leadership strategies for utilizing the nature of human intelligence in influencing the achievement of goals and the establishment of a healthy organizational climate. Leaders in all fields will find this landmark book highly interesting and very useful.




  
          David W. Johnson and Roger T. Johnson, Codirectors




              


    
      



 


 
      The book appears to be a good resource, but somewhat convoluted.




  
          Dr Sheron Brown
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